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1. Introduction Let X denote a Minkowski space (i.e. a finite di-
mensional normed linear space over the reals) and let S = {x e X; \\x \\ < 1}
denote the unit cell of X. In this note we shall be concerned with two
numbers, Ex and JXί determined by the geometric properties of X.

DEFINITION 1. The expansion constant Ex of X i s the greatest lower
bound of real numbers μ > 0 which possess the following property:

Given any family {xi + atS; i e 1} of mutually intersecting cells (in
other words, given any family {xj of points and any family {αj of
non-negative numbers such that \\xt — Xj\\ < at — aό for all i, j e I); then

n (Xi + μuiS) Φ Φ .
lei

DEFINITION 2. Jung's constant Jx of X i s the greatest lower bound
of real numbers μ which possess the following property:

Given any family {xi + S; i e 1} of mutually intersecting cells (i.e.
given any family {#J such that H^ — Xj\\ < 2 for all i, j e I] then

Qfa + μS) Φ φ .

We note the following immediate consequences of the above defini-
tions :

(i) By Helly's theorem on intersections of convex sets, the index
set I may be assumed to consist of not more than n + 1 elements, where
n is the dimension of X.

(ii) Standard compactness arguments show that Ex and Jx are not
only the greatest lower bounds, but even the minima of the numbers μ
defining them.

(iii) 1 < Jx < Ex < 2.

(iv) Jx may equivalently be defined as the smallest number such
that a cell of that diameter may cover, after a suitable translation, any
set of diameter < I .
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